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South Carolina Honors College Thesis Project Summary
Pieces: An Inquiry into Family Stories, Southern Identity and Creative Nonfiction Writing
This thesis project is, at heart, a creative nonfiction writing project—and one that evolved
and changed over the course of its development. Ultimately it consists of two main parts: a 60
page oral history-based artist book, and an accompanying 14 page process paper which details
my creative process as well as challenges, influences and insights. Drawing together smaller
stylistic “pieces”—oral stories turned poems, pictures, documents, design elements, my own
prose reflections through the repurposed mechanism of photo captions—the final text emerges as
both a larger narrative and an embodiment of a culture of language greater than its smaller parts.
Logistically, my first step was to research and gather the content that would make up the
bulk of the text—recording my family’s stories into audio files. I prompted, asked or sometimes
just sat back and listened to the sudden emergence of memories as I heard stories I had heard a
thousand times, new versions of familiar stories or new stories altogether. Left with hundreds of
files I, like the true future librarian I am, set to cataloguing by rudimentary thematic divisions.
Around this time I also collected and organized my own thoughts and memories of my family
members and about my experience as a member of this generation, hearing stories from the past.
I also began digging through old photo albums, drawers and recipe books, collecting different
forms of media and memory.
Amassing this great collection of snapshots, I began the most arduous process of
transcribing the oral tradition, then setting the prose into lines of poetry and cutting, mapping
organizing and ordering the many, many pieces. Drawing from the influences of my favorite
postmodern “artist books”—texts which incorporate text, design, spatiality and multimedia
content to create complex pages—I sought to order my pieces meaningfully, recreating and

embodying the meaning and culture I experience. Setting the pieces to interact on each
individual page—juxtaposing for contrast, further evidence, disruption, explanation or new
meaning—I also sought to connect across pages in ways beyond chronology. Moving past basic
thematic categories—food, animals, marriage—to more nuanced connections like perseverance,
providing for family, regret, loss and smaller details, the narrative presented moves more
smoothly and complexly between generations, years and aspects of daily Southern life.
Functionally, some key creative choices include the design: omnipresent family or time
“lines” descending from the initial family tree throughout the rest of the text, drawing attention
to the connections between generations or ideas, as well as the ongoing relentlessness of time
and life. The choice to include the stories as poetry acts to better represent the natural cadence of
speech, using the enjambment and end stops to better emulate each speaker’s specific mode of
speech. The captions operate to allow for my own voice to clarify, expand or complicate the
stories, without overpowering heavy-handedly. Using my own handwriting served to add a sense
of immediacy, as well as connect me with the past generations strikingly similar scrawl.
Ultimately, I sought to create a text that is at once intimate and inviting—handwriting, a
sense of “conversation” across pages and deeply personal photos and stories—while also
resisting the reader in unexplained details and by playing with the conventions of
“scrapbooking” and posing for family photos in disruptive ways. Manufacturing a narrative of
pieces, while maintaining the independent nature of each story, opened doors for many more
questions than I answers—how memory is formed, why some things are remembered, how we
create a culture of fragmented memories—and emerged as a complicated and conflicting creative
process of integrity, authenticity and an immense deal of detail of intentionality.

Process Paper: Inquiry into Oral Tradition, Poetry, Design and Creative Nonfiction Writing
South Carolina Honors College Senior Thesis Project
Morgan Lundy
This project, like most creative works, was one of evolutions. In its earliest stages, I
envisioned writing a series of vignettes, oscillating between my own short reflections of my own
life and anecdotes I gathered from my immediate family. My primary goal was to explore my
own complex and intersectional identity, as well as the larger themes and issues of modern
Southern identity—and while this final text certainly touches on the production of identity, it
took on a life of its own and blossomed in other ways throughout the process. Drawing on my
research into examples of memoirs and creative nonfiction, as well as oral history, multiplevoiced poetry and artist books, I crafted this text through the juxtaposition of “pieces”—oral
(turned poetry) stories, photos, documents, design choices and my own voice through the
mechanism of repurposed photo “captions”—which together aim to emerge as a whole greater
than its parts in the questions it raises and thematic ideas it explores.
My family had always encouraged me to unite my passion for writing with the largerthan-life stories of my extended family—an impressive blend of drama, adventures and tall
tales—so I set out, listing the stories I knew had to be included, as well as the memories I found
most valuable in characterizing my life experience. Left with this expansive list of half-thought
ideas, I turned to texts I had seen before, as well as extensive recommendations from my
advisors and friends. Most influentially for this project, I thumbed through the brutal honestly
incredible rawness of Spiegelman’s Maus, as he recounts both his father’s horrific suffering in
the Holocaust, and his own experience as the son of survivors in graphic novel form. While my
family thankfully never had to face such atrocities, the handling of the duality and issues of

writing about the past, through the eyes of a more privileged, younger generation, became a
valuable example.
Logistically, my method of research was largely centered on collecting oral history—for
my purposes, the family stories I loved and had heard often—and storing them in the form of
audio files. I collected these stories in different settings: one on one, or in larger groups where
the stories developed in conversation from multiple viewpoints, as well as either by direct
prompting, or from the momentary emergence of a memory. This was a kind of enjoyable
challenge, facilitating the production of the language that would become my text, and keeping
the conversation on any kind of track while also acting as a more passive observer to the larger
world of a history of which I only knew fragments. I heard the stories I practically knew by
heart, as well as stories I had never heard, stories with extended information, or different
variations of the memories I expected to hear. Completely episodic, the stories covered decades,
sides of the family and topics and situations from all imaginable aspects of life.
Over a hundred and twenty audio files later, true to the future-librarian I am, I began the
process of cataloguing and grouping the files. Some continual aspects of the stories were
expected: the emphasis on food, a staple of Southern culture and social life, the intense and
unyielding love of animals, the pleasure of recounting “origin stories”—how I met your mother
and so on. The emphasis on family and childhood, as well as marriage, was expected given the
context, but emerged even more strongly than I expected. I was also surprised by the depth of
emotion that emerged in the stories: while humorous and light hearted memories were more
prevalent, and nostalgia at some parts rampant, my family also recounted hardship, suffering and
loss. Regret rang poignantly in many memories, and a longing for a past—idealized or not—
underscored many of the sweetest memories of loved ones. The stories became as much about

those who were voiceless, family members not present or no longer with us, as the stories were
about the voices that brought the memories to life.
And the stories were a living text. While I had read classical literature in courses that
were oral narratives re-embodied into still and unchanging print form, I had no experience
actually going about the process. At this stage, transcribing the audio files directly to the page,
the every-present issue of authenticity emerged. While I had experience writing creatively, even
creative non-fiction, I had never written about family members directly. The issue of
characterization was especially important to me, as these are real, living, breathing “characters,”
and I wanted to capture them in a positive, but realistic way. To keep their language in particular
authentic, I transposed their words directly, into a kind of strange colloquial prose. Upon
conversation again with advisors, with great experience in poetry, I returned to these word-madeprose memories, with intent to refashion into poetry, with its benefits of added rhythm and better
imitation of natural speech.
Here I began to take more liberties with the language: clarifying, editing and most
dramatically putting the prose into lines. Listening again to the audio versions, I shifted the
language to mirror pauses and the rhythms of speech unique to each of my five “voices”—my
mother, father, uncle, grandmother and grandfather from opposite sides. I deleted unnecessary
language, highlighted useful repetition, clarified pronouns and end stopped or enjambed lines to
mimic the quickness or cadence of their speech. My goal was to craft their unique voices as well,
preserving their manner of speech and unique expressions. I ran then into the issue of dialect, a
historically sensitive topic both in literature, with stereotyped Southern voices, and my own
personal history with negative reactions to Southern modes of speech and accents. While my
family members’ natural speech, especially my grandparents’, fully embodies these Southern

cadences, when I transposed the speech directly with different spellings for words, I ended up
with speech similar to Huckleberry Finn—and I found it distracting and almost offensive.
Instead, I revised the spellings and direct regional language—“fixin’, o’”—to more typical
spellings and shifted the emphasis to the wealth of Southern colloquialisms that appeared in the
stories, often beginning with “Anyhow,” and punctuated with metaphors and non-traditional
syntax. These narrative poems followed no strict structure, instead yielding free-formly to the
language of the speaker.
Taking a step back, scrolling through the pages of poems, a culture of storytelling
emerged. The language across the poems was in ways similar, each beginning with a, “Now I’ll
tell you,” and often ending with a punchline like ending, with localized and intimate details. The
content also held overarching themes, but also challenges. Many of the stories were deeply
romanticized—none of the relationships featured in the text are as perfect as they seem, and the
past was certainly viewed with deeply rose-colored glasses at times—and many stories also
emerged problematic. An admittedly traditional and white as well as Southern worldview is
presented, with a lack of other voices or viewpoints. In moving away from dealing with my own
identity, which in some ways contradicts these worldviews, the text became more of a
celebration of my family and an exploration of memory, but I held on to these issues of singular
worldview in a few specific instances. It is important also that these perspectives change with
generations, especially in gender as you see the shifts from my grandmother to my mother and
myself, both in opportunities and outlook, and are not fixed.
The most sensitively approached issue for me was the issue of race, and even at this stage
of revising the poems I considered taking it out entirely. Racism is a very real part of the history
of the strong, independent and compassionate wider culture I grew up in, and it seemed

inauthentic to leave it out entirely. While none of the poems included describe any mal-intent, it
would be difficult to read them without wondering about the opinions of the people they are
describing. Most poignantly, my grandma repeatedly shared her love and devotion to Venus, her
nanny as a child, of whom I had no picture or voice, so I opted to leave the open box in the final
version of the page. I found it important to explore these issues in their understandable historical
context—my grandparents lived through the Great Depression—and in this way my personal
reflection did not seem to be operating in the way I wanted. This was not the only place—while
the reflections and memories I had been writing offered me the chance to write more
descriptively, they continually seemed heavy-handed, and overpowered the poem-stories. Over
time, I cut more and more of these prose reflections in my voice, instead emphasizing playing
with the existing stories’ language.
While I ventured out to family members’ homes in the pursuit of stories, I also began to
dig into old photo albums. My collection of data expanded to include other forms of media as I
combed through hundreds of photos, some captioned, others not and continually asked questions,
leading to even more stories. I also began collecting documents—recipes, marriage licenses,
letters, lists, hymns—accumulating a massive stack of information, evidence, memories and ever
more questions. I now had multiple voices and hundreds of moveable parts. Splaying them out
across my house, I began the most arduous step of my creative process—figuring out how to
map all these fragments of history and memory into a cohesive narrative and literary text.
At first I was completely and utterly daunted. Returning again to my simplistic thematic
divisions—“Food,” “Animals,” “Tobacco”—I began to look for more nuanced connections
between the smaller texts. This final sixty page work incorporates only a fragment of the
information collected: some audio files lost due to interference, pictures I could never

contextualize, and poems that just didn’t seem to “fit” in the narrative I was situating were left
out. My cutting of pieces was swift and brutal, keeping only the stories that particularly
illuminated aspects of family member’s characters, highlighted greater trends of Southern life or
where indispensable in their entertainment value. Mapping the poems, pictures and documents, I
worked to create fluidity between “topics,”—such as “gender,” “jobs,” “romance”— again
looking at these nuanced details of particular stories. For example, issues of gender culminated in
discussions of education, and the great variation in educational opportunities between
generations of women, which flowed cohesively into the very different but thematically related
issues of education in the integration of schools my uncle witnessed firsthand as a high school
senior.
While moving between larger topics in this way, within these subcategories I worked to
order stories in meaningful ways. Juxtaposing personal history and wider “History,” I
intentionally ordered the poems to relate fluidly, but also critique or illuminate—an example
being placing the discussion of the cultural and economic importance of tobacco alongside the
localized memory of my grandmother and her cigarettes. I found that the stories each held
multiple values or trends, so deciding which ways to situate the specific instances and
descriptions of overarching cultural practices was a slow and thoughtful process. Overall, I
incorporated a sense of time as cyclical, with radically different generations interplaying on the
page and returning to similar trends over time and across the places in the narrative arc. Though
the stories interlock and form a kind of narrative, the poems and pictures could still be read
individually or in any order, preserving the singular and self-sustained nature of the stories as
snapshots of life that exist on their own outside the context of the work.
While preserved as independent stories, the narrative does aim become something greater

than its parts, an idea introduced immediately in the story of the Beaufort Stew—a dish made up
of parts that is much different when each is cooked separately, as the stories are different when
each viewed independently. Together these stories do not paint a picture of any one person, or
two distinct families or three different generations, but instead a kind of family and culture of
language that surround me. Localized but also universal, these stories are all meaningful to me,
and I attempted to make these meanings clearer and more cohesive by ordering them in logical
ways for other eyes, but also in ways that highlight the values and characteristics I see in them.
The “topics” were literal—my parents really are accountants—but the process by which I
edited the stories highlighted the deep appreciation they have for accounting for details, taking
care of things and the ways their professions impact and highlight their characteristics as people.
Likewise food is undoubtedly a fixture of Southern families and social groups, but it also opened
up questions of consumption, comfort and taste as irretrievable memory. Animals are beloved in
my family, but in the text operate to underline changes over time as care of animals for
sustenance and survival shifts to the spoiling of house cats—similar values, very different
situations. Specific details like jobs, cars, relationships and places likewise created space to
explore how identity is localized, and question which details each family chose across the board
as defining or important to their life narrative. These truthful events—like childhood antics—
illuminated family love, as did the stories of painful loss and sacrifice. I struggled at first with
how to situate these powerful stories in the space of lighthearted anecdotes, but found they fit
cohesively with the stories of triumph, as these heart wrenching points in my family’s history
where just as much a “part of life” and the narrative of the text.
I was actually surprised by two “parts of life” that were missing from the stories, so
important that I still included them in the way of pictures—church, and the lake. Stories of the

beach featured heavily, yet the equal if not greater time spent on the lake remained unmentioned,
opening up questions about how we define home and vacation. The lack of religion in the stories
really astounded me, as Christianity absolutely shapes the lives, views and attitudes of my entire
family. My mother and grandfather especially are incredibly active in the church, and the hymns
I chose to feature in the text are irrevocably ingrained in my memory—creating spaces for
questions of how religion may be so deeply ingrained that it requires no mentioning, or how
spiritual life may still have a division from social and family lives.
While examining and exploring these issues, I worked to arrange the pieces on each page.
Turning again to research, I sought out artist books for insights and influences into how to
incorporate different kinds of media and design to create new meaning and questions through
juxtaposition and spatiality. Generally, I looked to Tomasula’s VAS: An Opera in Flatland and
Danielewski’s House of Leaves, and drew more specifically from them later in design. Using
these approaches, I juxtaposed perspectives on each pages often contrasting opposite sides of the
family or the different experiences between generations, from romances to involvement
agricultural work. The stories are often in conversation with each other, directly when two voices
create one story, or indirectly when comparing or contrasting experiences from jobs to a
surprising number of dead animals.
The photographs and documents also sit in conversation with the stories—sometimes
operating as expected as evidence of the claims, or a picture from the moment the story took
place, but at other times acting to critique. Offering ironies—my family in Atlanta after my
mother’s discussion of not wanting to move there—humor or critiques—my grandfather’s
appearance in 6th grade after is defamation of my grandmother’s adolescent appearance—or
simply adding depth to the stories by adding dissonance, like my sister and I with cows at the

State Fair in juxtaposition with my grandparents’ close relationship with farm animals. The
photos also reinforce ideas of change over time, with the changes in photography’s technology
and the contrast in color and quality of the photos on each page. I also had the challenge of
having much more photographic evidence of my mother’s family than my father’s, balancing
that difference in information without letting some stories overpower others.
Though I also found my lengthy reflections, again, to be overpowering the narrative arc I
had now mapped out by page, it still felt lacking in the way of my voice and perspective.
Drawing from Danielewski, with his subversion of footnotes’ usual use as they come to take over
the narrative, with often fake sources in his text, I revisited my captions. Originally just listing
the people, place and year, I increasingly allowed my voice and memories creep into the
captions, creating another outlet for conversation on the page. Much like the pictures, my
captions operated to clarify, especially names and places both in the photos and in the stories, as
well as add depth from my own—sometimes paragraphs long— memories or contrast the stories
with conflicting points, like drawing attention to my uncle’s affinity for tall tales. In terms of
design, I made the stylistic, and as I found out, difficult to accomplish, choice of handwriting my
captions. I found handwriting to have extreme significance in the ways I remember my family,
with a deep emotional response to seeing their specific handwriting. It also plays with the idea of
“scrapbook” and recalls a sense of immediacy—like the stories, unscripted and imperfect—and
intimacy. My handwriting, brought on in the last wave of cursive being taught in school
curriculum, also looks strikingly like my family’s handwriting and holds a sense of connection
both for me and in the space of the text.
Like the deeply personal feel of handwriting in contrast to typed text, the entirety of the
work exists in the space between intimacy and exclusion, or resistance to the reader. A tension

between self-fashioning—posed photographs—and intimacy in letters, personal stories and
things of the home, like recipes exists, as well as how information is specific to the community,
and often goes unexplained to outside readers. I wanted to highlight this sense of finding a
photobook of people you’ve never met in the train station—the kind of distancing that is created
when looking at something that is so intimate it is disarming, but also allow the text to push back
and create space for reader’s to draw their own conclusions from the tensions between pieces,
rather than stating family dynamics or details straight forwardly. In this way, I held back my own
voice in explaining, allowing for this sense of exclusion to be fostered, even as the text is deeply
intimate to create new meanings, unstated but present in how the pieces interplay on each page.
One specific stylistic choice that plagued me along these lines was whether or not to give
each of my featured “voices” names, or rely more on the universals that emerge. As I grappled
with the question, lineage and family relationships grew more important to the text—yet I still
did not want to distract from the stories by putting the focus on who is speaking and figuring out
who they are respectively. I chose to “sign” the poems with a single letter, similar to their
respective handwriting, the first of the speaker’s name, to offer a sense of grounding as well as
aid readers in deciphering each individual voice, which hopefully would become easier
throughout the narrative. I also created a family tree to aid in confusing logistical points of
relation, and it also became my key design choice.
Given that my design skills are elementary at best, I relied heavily on simplistic tools to
craft what I hope is a clean and uncluttered visual experience that is also meaningful to the
context of the text. Returning to Tomasula, and his use of “suture lines” on the exterior sides of
each page to underscore the “scars” of the culture of body manipulation in his text, I developed
my own central design idea of “family lines.” Descending from the lines used to connect names

on the family tree, the lines lay across each page, visually connecting pieces and the way in
which the family continues in each generation, and how traits, experiences and values are passed
down linearly. Also like “time lines” they connect pieces across generations and reinforce the
unending cadence of time, continuing unbroken from page to page—the exception being the two
pages in which a person is lost and the line descends from above, but ends mid-page. I hoped to
subvert ideas of scrapbooking again with this simplistic design, and starting with pictures you
would expect to find in a photobook—charming family photos at the beach—by taking a
medium used to reinforce perceptions of perfection in families and juxtaposing it with
undeniably real stories—opening of course with my mother’s story about being so sunburnt she
often had to go to the hospital on these trips. This first page highlights changes in approaches to
medicine over time, but also operates to challenge the perceived simplicity of a family history
“scrapbook.”
Perhaps one of the most important stylistic choices I made, certainly in fostering a sense
of cohesiveness in the narrative, was one of the last. Drawing from the 18th century “heroic
crown of sonnets,” re-embodied in the striking A Wreath for Emmet Till by Marilyn Nelson, I
revised my poems one last time to allow for the last line of each page to mirror, subtly alter or
relate directly to the first line of the next page. In addition to making the transitions from story
poem to story poem more fluid, it highlighted the way the language used was already similar—
many of the lines already linked, with little effort on my part.
Including the preface was also a late choice, as I revisited the story that began the entire
idea of the project—the first audio file I recorded. Cut because I could never find the right place
for it, I returned the poem to the narrative because it opens the text with one of the values that
draws through all the poems: perseverance. Despite the great changes of time—the many

addresses the text closes with—many aspects remained the same for my family, but also a
willingness to change, adapt and move past hardships.
Beyond these heavier thematic ideas and values, the text in large part operates to
entertain, and offer a look into the lives of those I love. Situated in snapshots and pieces, it’s
episodic and humorous—playful in the descriptions that emerge, hopeful and in ways,
celebratory of the everyday aspects of life: sips of Pepsi and Sunday dinners. I aimed to create
this picture into a complicated and imperfect world, and it is very much that, but also and
enjoyable experience in the ironies and intimacies of family dynamics and life. I chose to end
with the page that connected the most for me: the idea of curlers. While the world outside sees
the perfectly styled curls, the text allows readers access to the intimacy and laughter in the
pictures from the “inside”—curlers still in— for all three generations explored.
Overall, the text operates to mimic, and question, the fashioning of memory. Fragmented,
single stories in a long line of history, these memories exist in pieces, and change over time—as
we see in the reiterations of Dexter’s story—different from the cohesive narratives found in other
texts. The project also drew questions about how we process memories and information: why do
we save what we save? How do we fashion our own memories of the past? And more
importantly for my project, how and why do we choose to share them? For my family, sharing
these stories is bonding, reminiscing, pleasure in sharing, humor, love—but also sorrow, learning
and appreciating the past, and hopes for the future. Stories in the context of this project are
synonymous with connection—making my pursuit of fostering that connection between pieces in
narrative form the central driving force in the creation of the text, both for my own and my
family’s benefit, and for the enjoyment of others’ as an exploration into the intimacies of
another’s world and experiences. I hope this text, as much literature does, opens more questions

through the situation of the material, and creates space for new understanding—as the experience
of exploring related texts and writing my own has created space for me to consider new ideas,
and find my own insights through literature.

